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Abstract

Characterization of the internal mechanical state of model lipid membranes is es-

sential to understand the microscopic underpinnings of biological functions such as

membrane fission and organelle shaping within the context of elastic theories such as

the Helfrich framework. Here, we compute lateral stress or pressure profiles from molec-

ular dynamics simulations of lipid bilayers and water-vacuum interfaces to understand

the role that solvent treatment and force-field parametrization plays on the local me-

chanical features of membranes. We focus on two atomistic models, GROMOS 43A1-S3

and CHARMM36, and several variants of the MARTINI coarse-grained force-field, in-

cluding the single-bead non-polar water, three-point polarizable water, big multipole

water, and solvent-free. Our results show that the various atomistic and coarse-grained

force-fields produce contrasting lateral stress profiles as a result of the balance of solvent-

solvent and solvent-solute forces at the hydrocarbon-water interface and fundamentally

different treatment of pairwise (e.g., van der Waals, Coulomb, etc.) and multi-body

interactions (angles and torsions). Numerical integration of the second moment of the

bilayer stress profiles indicates that different local distributions of repulsive and at-

tractive stresses across the membrane, due to distinct force-field parametrizations, may

result in substantial variations in macroscopic elastic properties.

Introduction

The physical properties of aqueous interfaces determine the behavior of many essential bio-

logical components such as lipid membranes, where a delicate balance of solvent and solute

interactions drive spontaneous self-assembly of individual molecules in arrangements with

particular geometries. Beyond their role in compartmentalization and segregation of biolog-

ical processes, lipid membranes are also essential players in numerous mechanically-coupled

biological functions including membrane fission and fusion,1,2 organelle and cellular shap-

ing,1–3 osmotic regulation,4,5 and mechanical signal transduction4,6–11 among others. Under-
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standing its role in each of these processes requires careful characterization of the internal

mechanical state of the membrane, which is typically described by the lateral stress, σL(z),

or pressure, π(z) = −σL(z), profile. Stress profiles provide an average description of the

local balance of forces along the direction normal to the membrane plane (x − y) and can

be directly obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations through calculation of the

microscopic or local stress tensor, σ, by taking the difference between lateral and normal

components, σL(z) = σxx(z) − σzz(z), where σxx = σyy. Within the general Helfrich frame-

work of membrane mechanics,12–19 the local stress and elasticity tensors provide microscopic

underpinnings to elastic constants such as the bending and Gaussian curvature moduli. In

addition to elastic properties, it has been proposed by Cantor and others12,20,21 that mem-

brane protein function is modulated by the repulsive and attractive tensions described by

the stress profile, which has been suggested to depend on membrane composition22 due to

differences in lipid chemical structure and affected by partitioning of other molecules such

as anesthetics.20

The stress tensor from MD simulations is spatially defined from the particle interaction

forces and velocities within the Irving-Kirkwood-Noll (IKN) statistical mechanics theory.23–29

A key step in the IKN procedure is the decomposition of forces from multi-body potentials,

such as those that constrain angles and torsions, into pairwise forces to obtain the stress

tensor. In previous studies,30–32 we and others have shown that the central force decom-

position (CFD) method29,31 produces physically sound stress tensors from MD simulations

that are always symmetric by construction and in good agreement with general theoreti-

cal expectations.12,33 Furthermore, local stress analysis with the CFD method has shown

that internal molecular features such as rigid double bonds in unsaturated lipids such as

POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine) can result in large repulsive stress

peaks in the bilayer core in contrast to that observed in saturated lipids such as DPPC

(1,2-dipalmitoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine). While obtaining experimental measurements of

lateral stress within a membrane is very challenging, fluorescence studies using di-pyrene
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labeled lipids in DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine) membranes have shown that

the ratio of excimer to monomer intensity, a proxy for the lateral stress, varies drastically

according to the position of the fluorescent label along the lipid chain relative to the double

bond.34

Here, we explore the role that force-field (FF) parametrization plays on the observed

internal mechanical state of lipid membranes, through local stress calculations, by compar-

ing systems with varying solvent descriptions and molecular features. In the first section,

we focus on two atomistic lipid models, GROMOS 43A1-S335 and CHARMM36,36,37 that

have been shown to reproduce many important bilayer properties such as area per molecule,

deuterium order parameters, and scattering data.35–38 We selected these two from the nu-

merous atomistic FFs available in the literature, such as Slipids,39 Berger,40 and AMBER41

among others, as they were developed with different water models (SPCE42 vs. TIP3P43)

and parametrized completely independent of each other. As stress profiles are frequently

used to assess whether coarse-grained models reproduce the mechanical properties of atom-

istic systems,21,44–46 the second section focuses on local stress analysis of coarse-grained (CG)

models including a variety of explicit and implicit solvents based on the popular MARTINI

FF.44,47 The original and most common flavor of MARTINI uses a single non-polar bead to

represent water, which although very computationally efficient fails to capture many impor-

tant electrostatic effects due to the lack of charged interactions. A three-point polarizable

water model (Pol-MARTINI48) was later introduced to address some short-comings of the

more basic parametrization, and other CG solvents such as the big multipole water (BMW)

model49 have been combined with MARTINI to improve membrane-protein interactions.50

More recently, a solvent-free variant, Dry-MARTINI,51 was developed to dramatically in-

crease computationally efficiency and achieve simulations that span much larger length and

time scales. We show that the various atomistic and CG force-fields produce contrasting

lateral stress profiles as a result of the balance of forces at the hydrocarbon-water interface

and fundamentally different treatment of pairwise (van der Waals, Coulomb, etc.) and multi-
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body interactions (angles and torsions). We also show by numerical integration of the second

moment of the stress profiles that these different FFs may present substantial variations in

macroscopic elastic properties.

Methods

Lipid Bilayer Simulations

Simulations of lipid bilayers composed of 200 DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine)

or POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) molecules were conducted with

the GROMACS simulation package52–54 versions 4.5.7 and 2016.3. The number of water

molecules in the atomistic systems were 12,000 to provide a ratio of 60 waters/lipid. Atom-

istic simulations with the GROMOS 43A1-S335 force-field (FF) and SPCE42 water model

were taken from Vanegas et al.30 Briefly, for G43A1-S3/SPCE simulations, Lennard-Jones

(LJ) forces where calculated using a twin-range cut-off scheme with interactions within 1.0

nm calculated at every time step and interactions between 1.0 and 1.6 nm only updated

every 5 time steps. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-

mesh Ewald (PME) method with a real-space cut-off of 1.0 nm and a Fourier grid spacing

of 0.15 nm. For atomistic simulations with the CHARMM3636,37 lipid FF, LJ forces where

calculated using a force-switching function from 1.0 to 1.2 nm. Long-range electrostatic in-

teractions were computed using the PME method with a real-space cut-off of 1.2 nm and a

Fourier grid spacing of 0.12 nm. Three different sets of simulations were completed for the

C36 FF: i) using the CHARMM modified TIP3P water model that includes additional LJ

interactions for hydrogen atoms (labeled mTIP3P) under constant pressure (NPT ), ii) using

the standard TIP3P water model (labeled sTIP3P) under constant pressure (NPT ), and iii)

using the standard TIP3P water model under constant area (NPzAT ). Atomistic systems

under constant pressure were semi-isotropically coupled to a Parrinello-Rahman barostat at

1 atm, temperature was held constant at 50 ◦C with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat, and the
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integration time step was 2 fs. Systems were run for a 400 ns equilibration period followed

by 200 ns of data collection (saving the trajectory every 5 ps).

Similarly to the atomistic membranes, lipid bilayers composed of 200 DPPC and 200

POPC lipids were simulated with four different flavors of the popular MARTINI CG FF44,47

each with different solvent treatments. The three explicit-solvent variants include the con-

ventional MARTINI model with 1 bead non-polar solvent, Pol-MARTINI with the 3-bead

polarizable water model,48 and BMW-MARTINI,50 a re-parametrization of the MARTINI

FF based on the big multipole water (BMW) model.49 The remaining CG model is the

newly developed implicit-solvent Dry-MARTINI.51 For the explicit-solvent CG membranes,

the chosen number of water molecules was 3,000 to have the same effective ratio of 60 ‘real’

waters per lipid given the 1 to 4 mapping between atomistic and CG waters. For MARTINI,

Pol-MARTINI, and Dry-MARTINI, LJ forces where calculated using a shifted potential with

a cut-off of 1.1 nm and electrostatic interactions were computed using a shifted Coulombic

potential with cut-off radius of 1.1 nm. For MARTINI and Dry-MARTINI the relative per-

mitivity constant was set to εr = 15 and for Pol-MARTINI it was set to εr = 2.5. For

BMW-MARTINI, LJ forces where calculated using a shifted potential with a cut-off of 1.4

nm and long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the PME method with

a cutoff of 1.4 nm and a Fourier grid spacing of 0.2 nm. All CG systems were simulated

under constant pressure with semi-isotropic coupling to a Parrinello-Rahman barostat at 1

atm. Compressibility of the Dry-MARTINI membranes in the z-direction was set to 0 in

order to keep the z dimension from changing. Temperature was held constant at 50 ◦C

with a velocity-rescaling thermostat55 for MARTINI, Pol-MARTINI, and BMW-MARTINI,

while Dry-MARTINI was simulated with a stochastic dynamics integrator with a friction

time constant of 4.0 ps. The integration time step for all CG systems was 20 fs except for

Dry-MARTINI were a 40 fs step was used. CG systems were run for a 200 ns equilibration

period followed by 200 ns of data collection (saving positions and velocities the trajectory

every 5 ps).
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Water-Vacuum Simulations

Simulations of liquid water-vacuum interfaces for all atomistic and CG models were con-

ducted with the same simulation parameters as the corresponding lipid bilayers with the

exception of pressure coupling were the box size was kept constant. For atomistic systems,

the simulation box had a z dimension of 16 nm and contained 12,000 water molecules result-

ing in a liquid layer ∼ 8 nm and vacuum separation of ∼ 8 nm. Similarly for CG systems,

the box z dimension was fixed at 13 nm and the system contained enough waters to have a

liquid layer of ∼ 8 nm with a ∼ 5 nm vacuum gap. Water-vacuum simulations were run for

a total of 300 ns each, with analysis conducted over the last 200 ns (positions and velocities

saved every 5 ps). Surface tension for these constant volume simulations was calculated from

the total pressure tensor (P , obtained from the total kinetic energy and the virial tensors of

the system) and the box length along the interface (Lzz)

γ =
Lzz
2

[
Pzz −

(Pxx + Pyy)

2

]
. (1)

Local Stress Analysis

The local stress tensor (σ) was calculated using the Irving-Kirkwood-Noll procedure23,24,27,56,57

with forces from multibody potentials decomposed into pairwise terms using the central

force decomposition (CFD) methodology.30–32,58 Briefly, the simulation volume is divided

into uniform blocks and the local stress tensor is calculated for each block from the kinetic

and potential contributions evaluated as time averages

σ(x) = σK(x) + σV (x),

σK(x) = − 1

NT

NT∑
i=1

[∑
α

mαw (x; rαi − x) vαi ⊗ vαi

]
,

σV (x) =
1

2NT

NT∑
i=1

 ∑
α,β( 6=α)

fαβi ⊗ r
αβ
i B

(
x; rαi , r

β
i

) ,
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where mα, rαi , vαi and fαβi are the masses, positions, velocities, and pairwise forces at time-

step i, and NT is the total number of time-steps. The symbol ⊗ denotes the dyadic product,

e.g. vαi ⊗ vαi is a second-order tensor. The functions w (x; rαi − x) and B
(
x; rαi , r

β
i

)
are

weighting functions that spatially average the point-wise contributions onto the discretized

volume (see Vanegas et al.30 for a more detailed discussion). Grid spacing along the direction

normal to the interface, z, was 0.1 nm. For systems simulated with long range electrostatic

interactions using the PME method, electrostatic contributions to the local stress were com-

puted using a plain cut-off with a radius of 2.2 nm as reciprocal-space forces calculated

with Ewald methods cannot be decomposed into pairwise central terms.30 All local stress

calculations were performed with the GROMACS-LS and MDStress library packages.59

Forces from torsional potentials with planar dihedral configurations (φ = 0,±180°) cannot

be decomposed into central pairwise terms as these forces would act completely within the

plane, while the net forces acting on each particle are normal to the plane. This is typically

not an issue as periodic torsional potentials are most often parametrized with extrema,

where Fi = −∂V/∂ri = 0, at planar configurations, and harmonic torsional potentials, often

used to fix the chirality of a carbon center, keep the dihedral angle from visiting planar

arrangements. In the case of C36, one of the headgroup torsional potential terms (O11-C1-

C2-O21) has minima at φ = −60°, 120° and maxima at φ = −150°, 30° (Fig. 1A) that lead

to non-zero forces for planar dihedral angles. For the C36 DPPC simulations shown in the

main text, this dihedral angle has a sizable probability of exploring the planar configuration

at φ = 180° (Fig. 1A) that leads to numerical instabilities in the CFD algorithm and results

in noisy stress profiles as shown in (Fig. 1B). GROMACS-LS was run with the option to

exclude any contributions from dihedrals where sin |φ| < 5 × 10−4 (-lsmindihang 0.0005

flag used at runtime) for all C36 stress profiles.
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Figure 1. A) Probability distribution (black line) and torsional potential (red line) of O11-C1-
C2-O21 dihedral angle in the lipid headgroup of DPPC simulated with C36/mTIP3P. Note the
occupancy of configurations at ±180 where the potential and forces are non-zero. B) Lateral stress
profile for DPPC with C36/mTIP3P. High frequency noise observed in σxx is the result of numerical
instabilities in the central force decomposition method when non-zero forces act on planar dihedral
configurations (φ = 0,±180°).
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Results and Discussion

Interfacial Tensions in Atomistic Models

We characterize the local mechanical properties of atomistic lipid bilayers through lateral

stress calculations of the commonly employed phosphocholine lipids DPPC and POPC sim-

ulated at at 50 ◦C (above the DPPC Tm). Comparison of the GROMOS 43A1-S3 and

CHARMM36 membranes shows striking differences in the balance of repulsive and attrac-

tive stresses across the membrane (Fig. 2). For DPPC with the G43A1-S3 FF, we ob-

serve the expected pattern of repulsive stresses (negative values, favoring increased in-plane

area) in the headgroup (zwitter-ionic) and hydrocarbon core (disordered) regions, while a

large attractive stress (positive values, favoring decreased in-plane area) is observed at the

hydrocarbon-water interface due to hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 2A). In contrast to this,

the DPPC stress profile with C36 (Fig. 2B) lacks a pronounced hydrocarbon-water peak and

presents mostly attractive stresses in the hydrocarbon core except at the bilayer midplane

(z = 0), where there is a large repulsive peak (∼ −380 bar) compared to a much smaller

attractive stress (∼ 70 bar) for this region in the G43A1-S3 system.

We further explore the local balance of forces at the hydrocarbon-water interface in the

C36 membrane by switching the water model from the modified mTIP3P water (default

in the C36 lipid FF), that includes van der Waals (VdW) parameters on H atoms, to the

standard sTIP3P water. When the same DPPC membrane is simulated with C36/sTIP3P

it becomes drastically condensed, going from an area per lipid > 60Å2 to ∼ 52Å2 (see Table

1), and begins forming a solid-ordered phase. The stress profile for DPPC simulated with

C36/sTIP3P under a fixed area of 62Å2 (to maintain membrane fluidity) shows a much

more distinctive and increasingly attractive stress in the hydrocarbon-water interface region

(Fig. 2C). This indicates that the choice of solvent and solvent-solute interactions can have

large effects on the overall shape of the stress profile. However, determining how different

parametrization choices affect the overall stress is not trivial as individual contributions from
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Figure 2. Lateral stress profiles of atomistic DPPC membranes simulated with GROMOS 43A1-
S3/SPCE (A), CHARMM36/mTIP3P (B), and CHARMM36/sTIP3P NPzAT (C) FFs at 50 ◦C.
Density plot of the hydrocarbon-water interface (filled light-blue area, in arbitrary units), obtained
from the overlap of water and lipid tail densities, ρwater(z) ·ρtails(z), shown on the right of each plot
to guide the reader. Bottom row panels (D-F) show the corresponding lateral stress contributions
from particle velocities and 2-body potentials (σ1,2xx , blue line), 3-body (σ3xx, red line) and 4-body
(σ4xx, green line) potentials. Total lateral stress, σxx, shown in black dashed line for reference.
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various potentials such as van der Waals and Coulomb can be very large (−30,000 – 30,000

bar, see Vanegas et al.30) while their combined sum is much smaller. Nonetheless, valuable

insights may be obtained by grouping contributions to the total stress tensor into 1,2-body

(σ1,2 = σK + σVdW + σCoul + σBonds), 3-body (σ3 = σAngles), and 4-body (σ4 = σDihedrals)

terms as shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2. Comparison of the 1,2-body contributions

shows opposite trends between the two forcefields, where σ1,2 is largely repulsive across the

bilayer in G43A1-S3 (Fig. 2D) while it is mostly attractive in C36 (Fig. 2E and Fig. 2F).

The 3-body angle stress contributions are largely attractive in G43A1-S3 and repulsive in

C36, providing some balance to the 1,2-body terms. Interestingly, the contributions from

dihedral (4-body) potentials seem to roughly follow the same trends in both forcefields with

repulsive stresses in the headgroups and tails, while an attractive stress is observed at the

water-hydrocarbon interface.

Table 1. Area per lipid, AL, for atomistic membranes simulated at 50 ◦C.

Forcefield DPPC (Å2) POPC (Å2)
G43A1-S3 63.8 ± 1.0 65.2 ± 0.9
C36/mTIP3P 60.4 ± 1.2 66.4 ± 1.2
C36/sTIP3P (NPT ) 51.7 ± 0.7 63.9 ± 1.1
C36/sTIP3P (NPzAT ) 62.1 66.9

We delve into the role of water parametrization in the observed membrane stress profiles

by simulating the three atomistic water models (SPCE, mTIP3P, and sTIP3P) at a simple

liquid-vacuum interface as shown in Fig. 3. The observed general trend is the same for all

three models as expected–a large narrow and attractive stress at the interface that tries

to minimize the exposed area. However, the maximum values vary significantly among

the models with SPCE being > 1.5× larger than sTIP3P and the mTIP3P value lying

somewhere in between. Vapor pressure in the vacuum region (see small inset in Fig. 3)

shows consistent results with sTIP3P having the largest pressure and SPCE the smallest

value. Variations in the width of the interface result in much smaller differences in the

overall surface tension (γ, computed from the global pressure, see Eq. 1 in Methods), with
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SPCE having the closest value compared to experiments at the simulated temperature of 50

◦C (see Table 2). Surprisingly, the sTIP3P water-vacuum simulation (Fig. 3) has the smallest

lateral stress peak and lowest surface tension, while the combination of sTIP3P with C36

in the DPPC membrane (Fig. 2C) results in a larger hydrocarbon-water surface tension

compared to C36/mTIP3P (Fig. 2B) that drives condensation into a solid-ordered phase.

Together, these results bring to light the subtle yet significant effect of having additional

VdW parameters on the H atoms in mTIP3P: Additional VdW interactions in mTIP3P

increase the surface tension at a water-vacuum interface as there is a larger number of

attractive interactions, yet these additional VdW forces are not exclusively acting between

water molecules in the membrane simulation and therefore reduce the effective hydrocarbon-

water surface tension. A recent simulation study has shown that the mTIP3P water model

tends to stabilize unfolded/extended states in peptide simulations with the C36 protein

FF compared to sTIP3P water,60 suggesting that mTIP3P water may favor solvation of

hydrophobic regions in agreement with the results presented here.

Figure 3. Lateral stress profiles of liquid water-vacuum interfaces simulated with atomistic SPCE,
mTIP3P, and sTIP3P models. Illustration on the right shows a snapshot of the interface.

Returning to the membrane stress profiles, we analyze the results for atomistic POPC

membranes. The stress profile for POPC with G43A1-S3 (Fig. 4A) shares many common

features with DPPC except for the large repulsive stress due to the double bond. We have

previously shown that this sharp stress stems from the stiff dihedral potential required to
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Table 2. Surface tension of simple liquid water-vacuum interfaces simulated at 50 ◦C.

System Tension (mN/m)
Expt.a 67.9 ± 0.3
SPCE 56.1 ± 1.8

mTIP3P 47.7 ± 1.7
sTIP3P 43.5 ± 1.7

MARTINI 30.5 ± 1.1
Pol-MARTINI 28.9 ± 1.2

BMW 75.7 ± 1.4
aData from Vargaftik et al.61

maintain planarity of the cis double bond that kinks the unsaturated tail of the lipid.30

This repulsive stress is also observed in the C36 simulations (Fig. 4B and Fig. 4C) although

the magnitude is considerably smaller compared to the G43A1-S3 FF, which is likely due

to differences in parametrization of the torsional potential.30 Indeed, the total lateral stress

follows closely the dihedral contribution, σ4
xx, in the vicinity of the double bond for all

systems (Fig. 4). Unlike DPPC, the C36 stress profiles for POPC with mTIP3P (Fig. 4B) or

sTIP3P (Fig. 4C) water models don’t show significant differences except for a slightly larger

attractive stress in the hydrocarbon-water interface for the latter system. Correspondingly,

the area per lipid for POPC simulated at constant pressure with C36/mTIP3P only slightly

decreases compared to C36/mTIP3P (see Table 1) indicating that the presence of the double

bond makes the local balance of forces less sensitive to the solvent interactions.

Explicit and Implicit Solvent in CG Bilayers

In the previous section, our results showed how subtle differences in the parametrization of

water can lead to large effects in interfacial properties. We now turn our attention to CG

models including the explicit solvent MARTINI, Pol-MARTINI, and BMW-MARTINI FFs as

well as the solvent-free Dry-MARTINI. We first focus our attention on lateral stress profiles

at the simple liquid-vacuum interface as shown in Fig. 5. While there is little difference in the

stress profiles for MARTINI and Pol-MARTINI solvents, the BMW model has a maximum

peak 3× larger than the other two. This significant increase in the attractive stress at the
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Figure 4. Lateral stress profiles of atomistic POPC membranes simulated with GROMOS 43A1-
S3/SPCE FF (A), CHARMM36/mTIP3P (B), and CHARMM36/sTIP3P NPzAT (C) at 50 ◦C.
Density plot of the hydrocarbon-water interface (filled light-blue area, in arbitrary units), obtained
from the overlap of water and lipid tail densities, ρwater(z) ·ρtails(z), shown on the right of each plot
to guide the reader. Density plot of the cis double bond atoms shown in light tan color. Bottom
row panels (D-F) show the corresponding lateral stress contributions from particle velocities and
2-body potentials (σ1,2xx , blue line), 3-body (σ3xx, red line) and 4-body (σ4xx, green line) potentials.
Total lateral stress, σxx, shown in black dashed line for reference.
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interface for BMW results in a very large surface tension that overestimates the experimental

value (Table 2) and leads to a vanishingly small vapor pressure (see inset in Fig. 5). The

observed surface tensions for MARTINI and Pol-MARTINI are less than half of the reported

experimental value (Table 2).

Figure 5. Lateral stress profiles of liquid water-vacuum interfaces simulated with coarse-grained
non-polar single bead MARTINI, three-point polarizable water (Pol-MARTINI), and big multipole
water model (BMW) models. Illustration on the right shows a snapshot of the interface.

Stress profiles for DPPC and POPC membranes simulated with the various MARTINI

FFs are shown in Fig. 6. Overall, the explicit-solvent CG membranes (Fig. 6A, Fig. 6B,

and Fig. 6C) show a similar pattern of repulsive stresses in the headgroup and hydrocarbon

core regions, while a large attractive stress is observed at the hydrocarbon-water interface

consistent with the results from G43A1-S3 (Fig. 2A) and stress profiles of other CG mem-

brane models.28,62 The most notable difference is the magnitude at the hydrocarbon-water

interface, where the stress peak in BMW-MARTINI is almost twice as large compared to

MARTINI or Pol-MARTINI as expected from the high surface tension of the BMW solvent.

Repulsive stresses in the headgroup and tail regions in BMW-MARTINI are also larger to

balance the tensionless state of the membrane. In contrast to the explicit water models,

the stress profile for Dry-MARTINI DPPC (Fig. 6D) lacks a sharp attractive peak at the

expected location of the hydrocarbon-water interface and instead shows a broad attractive

stress across much of the hydrocarbon region and becomes repulsive around the bilayer
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midplane. Given the absence of water in Dry-MARTINI, the driving force for membrane

self-assembly must stem from lipid-lipid interactions, which may explain the overall attrac-

tive stress between acyl chains in the bilayer core. However, the stress profile shape observed

for Dry-MARTINI does not have to be equated with implicit water treatment as other mod-

els such as the solvent-free highly coarse-grained forcefield by Srivastava and Voth62 displays

a narrow attractive lateral stress at the location of the hydrocarbon-water interface. It is

notable that the stress profiles for DPPC with Dry-MARTINI (Fig. 6D) and C36/mTIP3P

(Fig. 2B) share the same overall features, albeit with different magnitudes, given that the

CG FF was developed completely independent of the atomistic one. Our results indicate

that the overall balance of forces in those two systems converge to favor a broad attractive

stress that spans well into the tail region in contrast to a narrow tension localized at the

interface near the headgroup.

Figure 6. Lateral stress profiles of coarse-grained membranes simulated with the MARTINI FF
under a variety of solvent treatments including non-polar single bead MARTINI (A), three-point
polarizable water Pol-MARTINI (B), big multipole water model BMW-MARTINI (C), and solvent-
free Dry-MARTINI (D).

Unlike the atomistic models discussed in the previous section, the stress profiles of CG

MARTINI DPPC and POPC membranes are very similar. This is not unexpected given

that CG models aim only to describe general chemical features and in MARTINI, the only

distinction between DPPC and POPC is the VdW parametrization for the middle bead

in the SN2 chain. However, the significant variations observed in the stress profiles of the
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atomistic models reflect important physical differences between the two lipids such as melting

transition temperatures, Tm = −2◦C for POPC compared to Tm = −41◦C for DPPC despite

the longer chain length. Additionally, mechanical properties such as the bending elasticity

modulus of a fluid bilayer decreases with the number of unsaturations in the lipid tails, while

the lateral area compressibility remains practically unchanged.63,64

Effects of Stress Profile Shape on Macroscopic Elastic Prop-

erties

The lateral stress and elastic modulus profiles provide microscopic underpinnings of material

parameters through various combinations of integral moments (of degree n = 0, 1, or 2),

JXKn,m =

∫
dz(z − z0)nX(z), (2)

where the subscript m (or b) denotes whether the integral is computed over the width of a

monolayer or the entire bilayer and z0 is the position of the pivotal plane. For a monolayer,

z0 is expected to be located near the hydrocarbon-water interface and for a bilayer it is

located at the midplane. The two most commonly described monolayer elastic constants,

the bending (κm) and Gaussian curvature (κ̄m) moduli, are defined as follows based on the

recent quadratic curvature-tilt theory of Terzi, Ergüder and Deserno,19

κm = JλLK2,m − JσLK2,m + JλSK2,m, (3)

κ̄m = JσLK2,m − 2JλSK2,m. (4)

The quantities λL and λS refer to the lateral stretch and shear modulus profiles respectively.

The last term on the right hand side of Eq. 3 defines the lipid twist modulus, κtw,m =

JλSK2,m, which, having values in the order of ∼ 5 kBT per monolayer,19 provides non-trivial
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contributions to both κm and κ̄m. Earlier theories that ignored the lipid twist term defined the

bilayer Gaussian modulus directly from the second moment of the stress profile, κ̄ = JσLK2,b.16

While it may be possible to obtain λL, λS, and z0 directly from the microscopic elasticity

tensor16,17 (λijkl, computed from spatial fluctuations in the microscopic stress tensor65), these

are non-trivial calculations that are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, we can

get a glimpse of how the shape of the lateral stress profiles will affect macroscopic elastic

properties by calculating the second moment over the bilayer, JσLK2,b. Values of JσLK2,b for

all the atomistic and CG membranes simulated are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Second moment of bilayer stress profiles, JσLK2,b.

Forcefield DPPC (kBT ) POPC (kBT )
G43A1-S3/SPCE -20.7 ± 1 -15.1 ± 1.6
C36/mTIP3P -42.9 ± 0.5 -14.6 ± 1.9
C36/sTIP3P (NPzAT ) -24.9 ± 0.5 -15.5 ± 0.2
MARTINI 0.4 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.3
Pol-MARTINI -8.2 ± 0.7 -5.4 ± 0.7
BMW-MARTINI 5.1 ± 5.3 8.2 ± 0.6
Dry-MARTINI -11.8 ± 0.1 -7.0 ± 0.1

For reference, the Gaussian curvature modulus for a planar membrane is expected to be

negative and of the same order as the bending modulus,19 which experiments place this value

to be in the range of 10 – 40 kBT for POPC bilayers in the fluid phase.66 Most of the values

in Table 3 are negative and have magnitudes in the expected range except for MARTINI

and BMW-MARTINI. Although JσLK2,b > 0 for these two systems, the actual value of κ̄b

is most likely < 0 in both cases due to the negative contribution from the shear modulus

second moment on the right hand side of Eq. 4 as discussed by Terzi et al.19

For the atomistic systems, we see the greatest difference in JσLK2,b for the C36/mTIP3P

DPPC bilayer whose value of −42.9 kBT is 2× that of G43A1-S3/SPCE (−20.7 kBT ) and

1.7× that of C36/sTIP3P (−24.9 kBT ). This is in contrast to the values obtained for

POPC that are essentially the same for all three atomistic systems (≈ −15 kBT ). The Dry-

MARTINI DPPC membrane has the most negative value of JσLK2,b in the CG simulations,
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which is consistent with the similar stress distribution as observed for C36/mTIP3P DPPC.

Together, these numerical results indicate that the local distribution of repulsive and attrac-

tive stresses across the bilayer will affect macroscopic observables even though there is an

overall balance of forces as the simulated bilayers are tensionless.

Conclusions

Here, we have characterized the local mechanical properties of liquid water and membrane

interfaces through analysis of lateral stress profiles from MD simulations. Our results show

that different force-field descriptions of water and lipid interactions can lead to drastically

different overall balance of forces. We observe large variations in interfacial tensions, both

locally and totally, between the different CG and atomistic water models. In the case of

all-atom FFs, the balance of pairwise, e.g., coulomb and VdW, and multibody interactions

can lead to unexpected differences in water-vacuum and hydrocarbon-water tensions, which

may partly contribute to the observation that DPPC simulated with C36/mTIP3P displays

a broad attractive stress that spans the interface and most of the lipid tail region. The

conventional expectation is that unfavorable hydrophobic forces between water and hydro-

carbon tails should lead to a narrow attractive surface tension just below the headgroup

region, as observed in the water-vacuum simulations, while configurational entropy of the

tails should lead to repulsive stresses in the bilayer core.12,33 Comparison of the CG and

atomistic models, e.g., G43A1-S3 vs. MARTINI and C36 vs. Dry-MARTINI, suggests that

various parametrization strategies converge to similar local stress states despite vast differ-

ences in the potentials. Numerical integration of the second moment of the stress profiles in

the last section shows that one can expect a broad range of macroscopic elastic properties

depending on the local distribution of repulsive and attractive stresses across the membrane

that arises from each force-field parametrization.

Computational models must always strike a compromise between numerical efficiency
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and capturing physical properties of interest such as the hydrophobic effect. For instance,

it is common practice to truncate VdW interactions at a cutoff radius of 1.0 or 1.2 nm with

the argument that the potential becomes negligibly small beyond this distance and therefore

it can be safely discarded. However, this may not be an adequate choice for non-polar

hydrocarbons or liquid-crystalline systems, where relatively small VdW forces beyond 1.2

nm may contribute significantly when added up over many neighboring molecules. Chiu

et al.35 pointed out that a VdW cutoff radius of at least 1.5 nm was needed in order to

create a hydrocarbon FF that was transferable across alkane chains of various lengths during

the parametrization of G43A1-S3. Similarly, a recent analysis of the C36 and CHARMM

Drude polarizable FFs found that incorporation of long-range VdW interactions, either by

using long cutoffs or Lennard-Jones PME, improved significantly the accuracy of alkane

simulations when compared to experimental quantities such as surface tension.67 One should

note however, that simply adding LJ-PME to C36 or any other lipid FF without re-adjusting

the parameters would likely lead to over-condensation of the membrane due to the increased

attractive forces.

While macroscopic surface tension is often used to gauge the quality of liquid force-fields,

experimental values of tension are not typically incorporated during parametrization. This

should be reconsidered, and local as well as global ‘mechanical’ properties of biomolecules

and liquid interfaces should be included in the FF development process. An example of

such an approach is the recently developed 3-site water model, TIP3P-ST, by Qiu et al.68

that is able to correctly reproduce the temperature of maximum density of water for the

first time, although with less accurate transport properties compared to other models, by

using experimental surface tension data. Water is an essential component of all biomolecular

simulation FFs and more accurate yet numerically efficient water models such as TIP3P-ST,

TIP3P-FB,69 or OPC370,71 should be considered to replace the now three-decade old TIP3P

and SPCE models in future FF parametrizations. Beyond reproducing interfacial effects,

atomistic and to some extent CG computational models must also accurately represent the
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micro and macroscopic physical properties of molecular features such as lipid unsaturations.

Our analysis shows a large variation in the numerical description of the rigid cis double bond

as large repulsive stresses are observed in the hydrophobic core region of the atomistic POPC

systems, with the G43A1-S3 peak being ∼ 3× as large compared to C36, while the MARTINI

stress profiles show minimal differences between DPPC and POPC. This last point should

be considered within the context of fluorescence experiments34 that indicate that the lateral

stress at the position of the cis double bond in the doubly-unsaturated DOPC may be very

different than in other locations along the hydrocarbon chain.
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